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About This Game
Gameplay
Play two factions The Democratic Alliance and the Conglomerate. And control their special units, the Bionic Weapon and the
Drone.
Use them to take resources, secure strategic points and raid the enemy. Collect and launch bonuses to repair, protect or destroy
buildings and units.
Special units are controlled in a different way.
You control Drones like in a classic RTS. Unlike the Conglomerate unit, the Bionic Weapon can't be directly controlled. To
choose its direction, you have to place blocks to channel its move.

Features
gameplay focused on a main unit
a campaign for the story with more than 40 missions
a fight mode with independent maps for the challenge
6 bots levels of difficulty in fight mode
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multiple graphic themes
more than 40 achievements to unlock
shortcuts and control groups
asymmetric gameplay with 2 factions for a more varied gaming experience
multiplayer mode with LAN and internet

World background
In a far-off solar system, on an isolated planet, the war rages on between the Democratic Alliance and the Conglomerate. More
than for the planet domination, the two factions are confronting for the control of resources.
The noxious air and the incessant fights have compelled the population to shelter in bunkers with endless galleries.
Solely the mechanic units are sent to the surface in order to collect the resources and to build defenses.
Peace will come only with the destruction of one of the factions. Bionic Attack will immerse you into the story of this conflict
at a turning point. The emergence of a new technology in the army of the Democratic Alliance rushes the Conglomerate into a
global and unprecedented offensive which leads the two factions to the ultimate battle.
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Title: Bionic Attack
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
The Selenite Forge
Publisher:
The Selenite Forge
Release Date: 19 May, 2017
a09c17d780

English,French
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At the time of writing, I'm playing a lot of games that are quite heavy on the game-mechanics side of things (HeXen, Unreal,
Prince of Persia, STALKER) or story (KoTOR II, Mafia).
For me, this is the perfect cooldown from endless dialog trees, droves of enemy types and labyrinths upon labyrinths of levels.
Just shoot the on-rails moving balls with your static frog turret so the ball colours match and clear the level before the time runs
out. You have some fairly straightforward powerups like slow moving balls and reverse movement direction, then there's
accuracy and explosion. Nothing too fancy, but it's so effective as a time killer.
The music is also very fitting, just hype enough to keep your brain firing but still inocuous enough to not make you nervous
(unless you're near death, then the music changes and it's meant to make you nervous).
There's an "adventure" mode, where you complete levels by hitting a certain points threshold, and survival mode with four
difficulty levels where the balls just keep coming until you lose.
Don't let this fool you into thinking the game is easy, however. It has that patented PopCap balance of challenging, addictive and
still enjoyable. Like I said, I love to play it when I don't feel like watching a movie or series but I don't feel like playing some
hardcore 90s FPS either.
The only downside is that the levels in this game are saved as 640x480 JPEG files, so there is absolutely no way to change the
resolution, let alone aspect ratio. On my 1366x768 laptop screen, it's not as bad, but I imagine it would be pretty jarring on a
1080 or even 1440 screen.
All in all, it's a shame they didn't update the visuals or even just upscale the whole thing, otherwise this game would be perfect it's a steal during sales anyway, so even with the dated visuals, I recommend it wholeheartedly.. SPOILERS AHOY, CAP'N!

Just finished the first game yesterday, and finally finished the second game today after I STARTED it yesterday. This second
installment was a whole helluva' lot longer than the first, and much more refined... and much more boobs.
Okay, realtalk for a second? Boobs aside, I love this game, it was a really, really good visual novel and I enjoyed that it had lots
of choices presented to the player so this time around I felt more in control of what was taking place in the story (though to be
fair, I did test some choices and they play out the same way regardless, but with different effects down the line of the differing
girls opinions of you).
I liked that this game was much, MUCH longer than the first one, I think I was only a quarter of the way through it when I
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started to worry it was going to end, about half way through it I was surprised it HADN'T ended, and for the rest of the time I
was so enthralled by the story that I forgot to give a sh*t about how long the game was, which is exactly how a game like this
should make me feel, I hate it when a visual novel feels like a drag. Before you think it, no, just because there are overly
voluptuous women in this game doesn't mean i'm giving it a free pass, there are plenty of other visual novels out there with the
exact same thing but that are unspeakably boring and feel like you're reading a text book rather than experiencing some
fantastical adventure.
This game manages to hold the player's attention well by alternating between the current plot, the protagonist's personal struggle
and memories, the last game's plot, the protagonist's relationship with the girls he works with, and all of this sprinkled with
explanations by any of the given characters, namely the Protagonist's Grandfather, Tensai. Tensai serves as a nice anchor to
keep the player grounded in that 'reality' still exists within the fantasy aspect of the game, giving it a better sense of
believability, especially when they start spouting legit scientific lingo that, 98% of the time actually makes enough sense that it
gets your brain humming about the legitimacy of what they just proposed, in reference to aspects of real-life science, which is
fun, and again serves as a reminder that the game's universe isn't something derived exclusively from fantasy; it's easy to say
"The Quildiderino causes a Fliogiggy affect which prevents our Wavavik from functioning" and leave it at that, no explanation
needed, the player has no way of calling into question what any of that means, and what's more it totally isolates the player from
having any sense of relation to the protagonist or story at hand.
Okay, i'm getting a bit off track, here's the TL;DR.
Pros:
- The Player is given many chances to make a choice which either impacts directly how the story will play out, or the player's
relationship with any of the given "romanceable" girls in the story.
- The writing is surprisingly good, if sometimes repetative (looking at you, Tessa).
- The art is very well done, though I think it could have done with more variety in terms of expressions available.
- The protagonist is likeable, and not a complete (key word "complete") numbnuts like most other protagonists.
- The plot is pretty godamned rad, and really gets you thinking if you allow it to.
- The Boobs. They do something. For one thing, yes it's attractive, but for another, they don't act like their size doesn't have reallife properties, as in, the girls actually make mention of the fact that they hurt their back and shoulders orrr that they can
negatively affect their center of gravity when trying to fight.
#justgirlthingsnoseriouslyifeelforyouguyspleasedontthrowoutyourbacksrealwomen
- There's an actual sense of conflict between Tensai (the Protag's Grandfather) and Tensai's assistant, Michelle (formerly a heroturned-villain-turned-hero from the first game) and the distrust Tensai has for Michelle, as well as the two's vehement
disagreement as to whether their actions will negatively or positively affect time as a whole, if at all, gives a feeling of weight
and impending repercussions for one or the other's actions.
- The game feels long, but it isn't a drag to play. It mastered the hard-to-master feeling that most games can't give me, especially
Visual Novels. The feeling of loving the game, and wanting it to last, feeling like the game is about to end because it feels like
you've progressed really far, forgetting about worrying whether the game is about to end, and enjoying it to the last second.

Cons:
- As said, there could have been a better variety of art, but more specifically a greater range of expressions for the respective
girl's default art (as in, the most common art you see in all the screenshots when they're engaged in dialogue), 'cuz some of the
expressions the girls wore during certain situations seemed pretty out of place.
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- There are some parts that are a BIT weird, like, weirder than just some ballooning bazongas. Kinda' bordering on fetishy in
terms of physical growth.
- Despite the wide variety of choices, I do wish that they felt more chunky. In other words, my particular path I chose, and the
girl I decided to romance, it didn't feel assss... Climactic, no pun intended. It felt like the girl I chose wasn't given the same
priority as the more obvious cast of girls that you also had the choice of getting close to, but that remains to be seen when I go
back to see if the story's finale is at all more satisfying in terms of the whole 'happily-ever-after' shtick when I try another girl's
route. Yeah, I like 'happily-ever-after' stuff as well as 'BOOOOOOOOOBS' stuff, i'm a connoisseur of cringe.

Anywho, I think the pros outweigh the cons really. I honestly recommend the game whether you're in it for the aesthetics, or
whether you're in it for the story, and I sincerely hope there's yet another sequal.. Even tho stelaris is one of my favorite games
this DLC is a waste of money , i love the book its amazing ,but i dont think this should be worth 30eu if it was 10$ id
reccomend it. crashed my windows, BSOD on next restart, luckily windows couldrepair startup. probably not even tested on a
thinkpad t410 laptop.. 5 копеек. Но это кажется поначалу, а потом готовьте уранус!
Краткий видеообзор - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XmBR835Gs9w. love this game. *Edit*
Its a good game but it still has some bumps here and there overall its good.. I am on the cusp of saying no to this game honestly,
it's described as a VN with dungeon crawling elements but honestly you will spend 90% of your time going through 8 floors of
the same walls in a dungeon that honestly looks bland as all heck, no patterns to it at all, no unique textures just plain white
brick, some wooden doors and later on red, blue and green ice walls that serve as a puzzle and it's not bad actually as far as
puzzles go, they got creative with it and it's one of it's good points the game has overall dood.
combat is balanced for the most part with the exception of some bosses wanting you to go nuts at the end or have you die
because "Panic power up, 1 hit kill, 1 hit kill, 1 hit kill" *game over* and that's not even the worst of it, wait for team kill
attacks, still the rest of the boss fights are nicely done, they have some unique gimmick or side enemy to make it harder but not
if you make sure to play using all the mechanics such as focus for more MP, healing and various spells you can use, you even
have a tank which has abilities that draws attacks...you know like tanks are supposed to but usually never do in games so that's
nice too dood.
The music is catchy enough for you not to wanna kill yourself after 8 floors thank goodness but until you're on floor 8 you never
want to go places, craft or cook because they all take time, time which you're not sure you have because the game has no
reference to how much you are going to earn in the next part of the dungeon and the game is all about paying off a debt dood.
There's also not much story...in a VN style game and there just...isn't, it's basic, get your muns, pay your debt and each time you
do whichever of the four girls you choose will have a personal goal of theirs they do at each beginning of a pay day, rinse and
repeat until the end, boss fight randomly and then the end, barely anything even on the sidequests and only one rather funny
reference to a more fun game dood. (Reccettear)
The art is fantastic, I mean that, the girls already look pretty good but when you get a bit of CG (no gallery btw) it looks great,
you gain skills from levelling up equipped weapons which is always fun and the enemy art is nice, some cute but not too
impressive, sadly most moves look rather bland sadly dood.
All in all if it's cheap pick it up, it's not horrible and fun enough to just casually play but I would wait on a heavy discount or a
big update if there's gonna be more to it dood.
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So far it's perfect. Hope it continues to be developed.. Let's get right to it, it's expensive and you could get better games for the
price, but you certainly can't get a rugby game anywhere near as good. Yes it's still not what we want, the teams are outdated the
tournaments are outdated, sometimes I have no clue what I'm doing and feel like I'm just pressing buttons. But somehow I love
it and keep on playing again and again. Maybe it is because it gives me hope that there is a future for rugby games. Buy it! Play
it, Give Feedback! And help develop this game and give the developers what they need to provide us with a better game.
Pros:
- It's a playable rugby game!
- It has 7s!!
Cons:
- Outdated Teams and Tournaments. One of my favorite games. I'm slightly addicted and keep trying just one more round cause
I'm sure I can get deeper into the dungeon..... Legendary game. Do recommend, best graphics since (insert game here).. A
curious mix of Buffy the Vampire Slayer, Deus Ex, and X-COM. Not for everyone, but still pretty fun. The randomly generated
maps do help things stay fresh, and the consistant progression, as well as research, lend to it's X-COM like feel to it, and really
makes me hope someone uses this game's template to do an alien invasion themed game with it.
I do recommend starting off on easy, because normal is pretty brutal to first timers.. Choppy and glitched. Not fun, not
playable.. \u6709\u4e00\u79cd\u4e0d\u8981\u8138\uff0c\u53eb\u80f3\u818a\u8098\u5b50\u5f80\u5916\u62d0
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\u4f60\u4eec\u518d\u600e\u4e48\u52a0\u5f3a\u4f60\u4eec\u7684\u201c\u53f0\u6e7e\u8ba4\u540c\u201d\uff0c\u53ef\u522
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6536\u56de\u6765\u3002
For decades I've played games that are politic-related. Like the game "mr.president"
all of those games has one thing in common: they all make great use of the game language to stereotypize a certain group or one
guy in particular.
Once upon a time Taiwan was colonized by Japan, which was due to the weakness and corruption of the formal Chinese
imperial government. The new republic government, known as "Republic of China", finally won the land back. Their blood and
sacrifice made Taiwan a part of China once again, up to now.
Then how Taiwanese reacted to their effort? They made the game.
In the game , KMT soldiers and KMT members are all savages, meanwhile those who "Japanized" are all presented normally.
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Seems like every KMT soldiers are a-holes, but Taiwan independence is a common sense
Relating with the time when the game came into Steam market, I dare to say the game meant to demonize the KMT , meanwhile
supporting the independence campaign
I hate games involved in political campaign, and this is the one.. Primitice + is crap. Takes way to long to load and there isnt
really enough conetent added to the game to make the wait worth while.. Even though with my quick delivery abilities and
attentiveness to delicacy and safety..... After playing this game..... I may never qualify for a job again.
Den/ den
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